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What are we going to do?

Practice 1

Lesson 1
18 Oct

Practice 2

Lesson 2
25 Oct

Practice 3

Lesson 3
1 Nov

Practice 4

Lesson 4
8 Nov

Final 
presentation

22 Nov

1st assignment

2 weeks

3rd assignment

2 weeks

1st assignment

1 week



Lectures
Learn about BIM in theory

What is BIM? (1st lesson)
• The BIM concept
• The origins of BIM
• The benefits
• Current state of BIM WW

The Designers’ BIM (2nd lesson)
• The BIM workflow
• Collaborative BIM
• Algorythmic design and BIM

Multi-disciplinary BIM (3rd lesson)
• BIM for coordination
• Structural BIM, MEP BIM
• The OPEN BIM concept

What’s next for BIM? (4th lesson)
• Latest trends in BIM



Hands-on
Learn about BIM in practice – using ARCHICAD

1st lesson:
• Basic BIM operation

2nd lesson:
• Advenced modeling
• Algorythmic design (ARCHICAD + Rhino)
• Presentation techniques using BIMx

3rd lesson:
• Consultation for the assignment
• Teamwork in BIM

4th lesson:
• Presentations and consultations



Assignments
Do design and documentation using BIM

1st assignment: Simple modeling task
Model the space where you live!

• Time: 1 week

2nd assignment: advanced modeling and documentation
Model and document an exisisting building (by Le Corbusier)

• Time: 2 weeks

3rd assignment: BIM design in teamwork
Model and document your own design (working in groups of 3-4 

people)
• Time: 2 weeks



My BIM story
All have started with this:
- But I need a CAD software...

Next: ARCHICAD 4.0 

3 Stages of BIM excitement
- 1st stage: 3D is wonderful...!
- 2nd stage: I can do the drawings faster!!
- 3rd stage: I am in control!!!

Presenter
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I got my Mac in the Seikyo50 man yen! – the most expensive computer I bought EVER a Mac SE30 1 MB memory, 10 MB HDDEMO version - skiccpausz a komjuteren1st stage: 3D is great2nd stage: efficiency - I hated long hours of hand-drawing3rd stage: control - the beauty of being able to change your project (practically) any time(1st: Drawings >> copy machine)2nd: 2D3rd: Changing things ONLY ONCE



BIM = control over the design
The keyword: CONTROL
- Hand drawing >> do it again!
- Copy machine >> minimal level of control
- 2D CAD >> control over 1 drawing
- BIM >> Changing things only ONCE

The key concept: SINGLE SOURCING
- Physical address book 
- Address book(s) on the computer, smartphone 

etc

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Control – in fact the computer is about control over your data



BIM = control over the design
The keyword: CONTROL
- Hand drawing >> do it again!
- Copy machine >> minimal level of control
- 2D CAD >> control over 1 drawing
- BIM >> Changing things only ONCE

The key concept: SINGLE SOURCING
- Physical address book 
- Address book(s) on the computer, smartphone 

etc
- Address book in the cloud
- BIM data in the computer, in the cloud



BIM – the industry demand

US Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics

The manufacturing industry
Tremendous increase in productivity

• From custom build to mass production
• From manual to automatic

High level of ICT usage

The construction industry
A hugely wasteful industry

• DROP in productivity
• No significant change in the technology
• 40% of Energy Consumption
• 40% of Solid Waste
• Large amount of lost effort (25%?)

An unsustainable model
• Lack of manpower
• Lack of skills

Low level of ICT usage
• Lowest among most of the industries



BIM – why is is so late?
Lack of mass production 

• Cost of design per building is high...
• ...but the total design costs is low

1 design

10.000+ 
built

1 design

1 building 
built



BIM – why is is so late?
Lack of mass production 

• Cost of design per building is high...
• ...but the total design costs is low

Buildings are complicated
• Perhaps simpler components...
• ...but a lot more! VS



BIM – why is is so late?
Lack of mass production 

• Cost of design per building is high...
• ...but the total design costs is low

Buildings are complicated
• Perhaps simpler components...
• ...but a lot more!

Resistance of change
• Do not want to use computers
• Cannot use computers



Evolution of AEC CAD
2D solutions

Electronic drafting board

3D solutions
Modeling for pure visualization purposes

BIM solutions
Models with integrated architectural information

4D-5D+ BIM - Construction Coordination
Timing/scheduling and Cost estimation

Presenter
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CAD (Computer Aided Design) applications have gone through major changes over the course of time. The evolution of CAD software was even more significant in the AEC (Architecture, Engineering and Construction) industry where simple two dimensional drafting programs have been developed into integrated building information modeling (BIM) applications in the past 30 years.Early commercial CAD applications were not more then electronic drafting boards capable of creating 2D drawings only.A major milestone in AEC software industry was the release of 3D CAD applications that were capable of producing three dimensional models in addition to the 2D documentation. Some of these programs also had basic visualization skills like photo rendering engines or simple movie tools.Contemporary BIM applications provide integrated solutions for architects and designers. Developed specifically for the AEC industry the BIM programs features real building elements, automatically attached building information data and rich visualization capabilities.Latest AEC applications are focusing on the construction industry and the buildings Life Cycle Management. Adding time, cost, sustainability or facility information to the 3D BIM model (4D, 5D, 6D, 7D BIM) allow construction companies, owners and operators to optimize their construction and facility management processes and minimize the risk of construction or operational errors. 



A/E/C CAD Timeline
1960 1970 1980 20001990

BIM revolution 
starts

Experimental
CAD in
research 

Commercial 3D CAD

Commercial
CAD on personal 
computers 

The beginnings of BIM: 
Workstation: Sonata
Personal Computer: ARCHICAD

Hand Drafting

2D CAD

3D CAD

BIM

4+D BIM

Commercial CAD
on mainframes and 
workstations 

2010

4D+ BIM

BIM becoming 
mainstream
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The history of CAD programs goes back to the early sixties. In this heroic period of computer sciences researchers and scientists have laid the foundations of the CAD industry.  This was the time when input devices (e.g. the mouse) and basic computer interface techniques were invented.First commercial CAD applications were released in the seventies for mainframe computers and workstations. Due to the high cost of these machines computer aided drafting remained the privilege of state institutions and large design firms (mainly in the engineering segment).The breakthrough in CAD usage arrived in the early eighties when personal computers went into market. The drop in computer prices opened the way for smaller architectural firms to start experimenting with CAD drafting.Thanks to the rapid development of computer hardware and computer programming the 3D CAD applications followed the 2D CAD programs with only a few years delay.By the end of the eighties CAD developers company have realized that different industry segments were requiring different solutions. Specialization of CAD software was one of the most important outcomes of the nineties. The concept of Building Information Modeling also evolved during these years although some revolutionary CAD companies have already released similar products in the early eighties.Next trend in the industry was the integrated solution offered for construction companies. This approach is also known as 4D-5D BIM (3D+time+cost).Latest and growing trend is supplementing the BIM models with facility management and life cycle management information to help the work of building operators (6D-7D BIM).The use of different CAD tools is closely related to the history of the CAD industry. The enclosed chart shows the tendencies in CAD usage over the past 30 years. 



2D CAD - Workflow

Design and document all in 2D

No 3D model

Drawings in separate files

Manual coordination of drawings

No visualization and calculation tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before we talk about the BIM concept let’s have a closer look at the other CAD methods.2D applications are not more then ‘electronic drafting boards” capable of providing only two dimensional drawings without the ability of making 3D models. 



2D CAD - Evaluation
Benefits

Compared to hand drafting
• Fast modifications
• Accuracy
• Intelligent drafting tools (fills, dimensions)
• Repetitive element handling (blocks, xrefs)

Compared to 3D CAD and BIM
• Simple working concept (electronic drafting)
• Relatively small file size (only 2D data)
• Workflow is applicable for all building types

Drawbacks
Compared to 3D CAD and BIM

• Drawings are not coordinated automatically
• No 3D visualization
• No automatic calculations, quantity take-offs or schedules
• No collision detection
• No analyis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most important benefits and drawbacks of 2D CAD are listed on this slide. 2D CAD has major advantages compared to hand drafting however it is not able to provide solutions for many problems of the building designers. The most critical backlog of 2D CAD is the lack of automatic change management between multiple drawings.



Architect Client

Information is „lost in translation”

BIM = Communication

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why are we doing drawings? 



BIM = Communication

Less translation  less info loss

Architect Client



3D CAD - Workflow

CAD application has 2D & 3D capabilities

Buildings can be modeled in 3D

3D and 2D information can be included in one file

Drawings are (partially) derived from the model

No automatic documentation

Applications mostly works with 2D and 3D tools 
instead of real architectural elements

Basic visualization and calculation tools

Drawings

3D Model

Manual or automatic update

Project File

Presenter
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3D CAD programs allow the users to create a spatial model of the building together with the necessary 2D documentation. Some drawings (e.g. sections or elevations) can be partially derived from the 3D model but in most cases the documentation is kept in a separate file (or set of files) from the model. Most 3D applications offer built-in visualization tools and basic quantity calculation features.



3D CAD - Evaluation
Benefits

Compared to 2D CAD
• Easier identification of design problems
• Faster change management
• Visualization and calculation capabilities

Compared to BIM
• 3D modeling is optional
• Smaller file size

Drawbacks

• Concept doesn’t follow the architectural 
design process

• No automatic documentation
• No real architectural elements

Drawings

3D Model

Manual or automatic update

Project File

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In general we can say that 3D applications provide many advantages for architects and designers compared to 2D CAD and hand drafting.  Visualization and listing are just the two most obvious benefits of 3D modeling. Even so 3D CAD has also major drawbacks in relation to BIM. Most importantly we can mention the lack of real architectural elements and automatic documentation.



BIM = Communication



BIM = Communication



The BIM Concept

Drawings, model views, 
visualizations, calculations and 

quantity take-offs are automatically 
derived from the 3D model.

BIM = Building Information Modeling

Also known as „Virtual Building” or 
„Building Simulation”

NHS Office, www.paastudio.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The basic principal of BIM modeling is that architects are able to use the 3D building model to extract all the required project drawings and building views – including sections and elevations, presentation drawings and renderings as well as detailed construction drawings, as well as quantity calculations and price estimations. Consequently the changes of the model are instantly updated on all drawings.Working with a 3-Dimensional building model gives you flexibility and benefits that are simply not present in the case of a traditional 2D building project. The commonly used phrases ‘Virtual Building’, ‘Building Simulation’ and ‘Building Information Modeling’ fly around without clear distinction. 



BIM definition

Building Information Modeling (BIM) is 
a digital representation of physical and 
functional characteristics of a facility. A 
BIM is a shared knowledge resource for 
information about a facility forming a 
reliable basis for decisions during its 
life-cycle; defined as existing from 
earliest conception to demolition.

US National Building Information 
Model Standard Project Committee 



BIM - Workflow
Single file concept:
The complete building model and all of it’s representations are included in the virtual 
building file

Real architectural elements used for modeling

Changes of the model affects all drawings, and vice versa

Automatic documentation workflow

Rich architectural content (libraries)

Building information data attached to 
the elements

Internal visualization tools

Calculations, schedules
NHS Office, www.paastudio.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most significant highlights of the BIM method are listed on this slide. We have to emphasize that unlike the 3D CAD the BIM model consists of real architectural elements (walls, slabs, roofs etc.) and the documentation workflow is automatic.



BIM - Evaluation

NHS Office, www.paastudio.com

Benefits
Compared to 2D and 3D CAD

• Real architectural elements
• Automatic drawing coordination
• Rich visualization content (animation, sun 

studies, renderings etc.)
• Automatic quantity take-offs, schedules
• Connection to structural, MEP, energy 

calculation and collision detection 
applications

Drawbacks
Compared to 2D and 3D CAD

• Might be difficult to learn the BIM 
approach for 2D cross-graders

• Needs strong HW
• Price

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the BIM concept was developed to serve the AEC market this method have many advantages over traditional CAD methods for architects and designers. The only drawback of BIM application that we can mention is the relatively higher training need for novice users and cross-graders from 2D applications.



BIM - Real Architectural Elements
Drawing representation

• Floor plan, section and elevation views
• Adjustable contours, fills, backgrounds
• Scale sensitivity

Model representation

• 3D shapes connected to drawing elements
• Surface color and texture

Non-graphical information

• Material descriptions
• Quantities, volumes, 
• Cost data
• Metadata

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The BIM model is made of real architectural elements that are represented correctly (according to local architectural standards) in all views. Furthermore non-graphical building information data can be attached to the building components that serve as a basis for various calculations. 



BIM - Model Based Documentation
Coherence between model 
and drawing

All drawings derived from the 
model

Model coordinates drawings

Scale sensitive elements

The complete project lifecycle 
can be controlled from a 
single file

Rich 3D visualization content 

Documentation

BIM
Model

Drawing

Drawing

Drawing

Drawing

Drawing

BIM PROJECT FILE

Auto Update

Project Views

Sections

Details

3D views

Schedules

Floor plans

Presenter
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The ultimate goal of architectural design - even in the era of BIM modeling - is to produce the construction documentation set, from which the building can be constructed. Three dimensional models and visualization materials are also important since they help to win the job but architects still get paid for the drawings that they deliver. The BIM concept supports the automatic production of drawings from the BIM model allowing the architects to spend more time on design and less on documentation.



BIM – the Information Model
Additional information attached to a model 

• Quantity
• Materials
• Descriptions („metadata”)

Product details
Construction details
Safety details

• Cost data

Instant accessibility to information
• Quantity takeoffs
• Room Inventories
• Door & Window schedules
• Output to analytical tools

3D model

Calculations

BIM 
Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Assigning non-graphical data (quantity, materials, description, cost etc.) to the model elements allow the users to derive instant calculation from the BIM model.



BIM - Analysis, Coordination
Further processing the BIM data in third party applications allows a 
wide range of analytical activities:

• Collision detection
• Energy efficiency analysis
• Structural analysis
• Code checking 

Energy analysis

Structural analysis

Cost estimation

Code checking

Collusion detection

Security analysisBIM MODEL

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The BIM model imported to analysis programs allow a wide range of analytical activities including structural, energy efficiency and collision detection analysis. Coordination with other project trades (MEP, Structural etc.) helps to minimize the risk of construction problems.



Types of BIM software

BIM 
Autoring 

tools

Data 
management 

tools

Analysis 
tools

To create the 
BIM data
- Architecture
- Structure
- MEP

To manage the 
BIM data
- share 
- view
- store
- etc.

To analyze the 
BIM data
- Collusion detection
- Thermal analysis
- Structural analysis
- etc.



BIM authoring software

Archi-
tecture

Structure

MEP

ARCHICAD (GRAPHISOFT)
- Developed for architecture from the 

scratch
- Intuitive and easy-to-use, 

widespread in Europe

Revit (Autodesk)
- Most widely used WW

AECOsim (Bentley)
- Infrastructural projects, plant design

Gloobe (Fukui Computer)
- Distributed only in Japan

Vectorworks (Vectorworks Inc.)
- 2D / 3D CAD with some BIM 

capabilities



BIM – the software and the process
BIM is a process, not just a tool

• BIM process = BIM software + know-
how

• Know-how is more than just knowing the 
functionality...

• ...it is about how you work using the tool

You have to build your own know-how!

• Learn the functions
• Read the literature (books, blogs etc.)
• Consult with friends/collegues/teachers
• +

• THINK
• TRY
• IMPROVE



BIM – work in progress
The excuses:

• BIM is difficult - hmmmm...yes
• BIM is slow - not any more!
• BIM is inflexible - it is less and less true
• BIM is expensive – but not for students

BIM is far from completed
• Tons of new functionality is required
• Interoperability is much to be improved
• Ease-of-use can be better
• Know-how is not yet standardized
• There is no such a thing as „fast 

enough”

Is it good enough to use it?
• YES!
• What if I just wait until it is ready?
• It is no fun to be the last...



BIM is just a tool / process

It will not:
• Think instead of you
• Design instead of you
• Prevent you making bad decisions

YOU are the architect...
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